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The equilibrium and dynamical properties of classical and quantum bilayers with spatially separated electrons and holes are investigated by a normal mode analysis and path integral Monte-Carlo (PIMC). For the
low-density limit, where the particles are classical, we present results for the eigenfrequencies, eigenmodes
and analyze the dependence on the inter-dot distance. Using PIMC we obtain the phase diagramm of mesoscopic e-h-bilayers in the full space of temperature, density and interdot distance. Five different phases
are identified: exciton liquid, exciton cluster (mesoscopic crystal), decoupled electron and hole crystals
(Coulomb crystal), Coulomb liquid, electron-hole plasma.

1 Introduction Low-dimensional electron-hole systems in semiconductor heterostructures and quantum dots are of increasing experimental and theoretical interest because there qualitatively new physical
effects can take place. One of the interesting systems is a two-layer system where in each layer the carriers
are additionally confined by some external potential. Such a system of coupled quantum dots can be populated by carriers of different charge, e.g. under the action of a laser field, which results in the formation
of bound states of pairs of spatially separated electrons and holes.
In this paper we report on computer simulations of two symmetric 2D quantum dots (QD’s), one containing electrons and the other the same number of holes. In particular, we are interested in the ground
state properties of this system, excitation spectrum and in the interplay between Wigner crystallization in
the layers and its coexistence with interwell (IW) excitons. In order to give a reliable answer to these questions, we perform path integral Monte Carlo simulations (PIMC) fully including quantum effects which
are crucial for the behavior of excitons and their correlations.
2 Mesoscopic bilayer We consider a system of two 2D layers containing electrons and holes, respectively, interacting through the Coulomb potential which is described by the Hamiltonian
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 and  are the masses and charges of the particles. We consider symmetric bilayers (SEHB)
    , with the same harmonic confinement potential in the electron and hole layers,

where
with 
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      (model of 2D vertically coupled quantum dots). In the following we use the effective
Hartree energy       as (atomic) unit of energy and the effective Bohr radius      








as unit of length. Temperature

is also given in atomic units.

3 Phase diagramm of e-h bilayer Previous theoretical and MC simulations of macroscopic electronhole bilayers have shown that this system exhibits a series of structural phase changes. In the case of
classical bilayers it was shown [1] that in a certain domain of coupling strengths      and layer
separation , the particles form stable bound dipole pairs (“classical excitons”). Changing  and , these
“dipoles” may form a gase-like, liquid or solid phase. On the other hand, at large , electrons and holes
behave as two nearly independent strongly coupled Coulomb systems.
In the extreme quantum limit (  ), the ground state of a macroscopic SEHB has been investigated
with diffusion Monte Carlo [2]. Yet this analysis was restricted to only three phases: the excitonic phase,
the spin unpolarized two-component plasma and the triangular Wigner crystal. As in the classical system [1] it was found that the inter-layer correlations lead to a stabilization of the 2D Wigner crystal. In the
, ( is the mean interparticle distance), the classical
classical system, with decreasing layer separation
   (this value is
coupling parameter  decreases and reaches a minimum value     at
sligthly lower than the phase boundary    separating a Coulomb fluid and Coulomb solid in a 2D
one-component system). This stabilization effect is caused by changes in the interaction potential from
Coulomb-like, at large , to dipole-like at small layer separations. In the quantum case (at  ) these
changes in the coupling between neighboring particle pairs were also found to lead to an extension of the
   [2].
crystal phase to higher densities: from    (independent layers,  ) to    for
In the present paper we extend these previous investigations to mesoscopic electron-hole systems which
have been found to exhibit much richer properties [7, 4, 5]. Similarly as in a single electron quantum
dot [7], we expect that our results, first, will qualitatively be close to those for macroscopic systems, but
that there may be some quantitative differences depending on the exact number of particles. Second, new
phases are expected to emerge, such as relative orientational disordering of individual cluster shells [7].
Finally, our analysis extends to finite temperature and the whole density range, thus our results for the
phase boundary should connect both limits discussed above: 1) classical case,  
  , and 2)
quantum case at  .
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   . The resulting
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phase diagram is shown in Fig. 1 (the
Fig. 1 Phase diagram of the symmetric mesoscopic shown result is for     
electron-hole bilayer with     . The filled ar- particles, for other
the results differ
eas show the boundaries of the exciton WC at several values only quantitatively).
of temperature and .
We identify different phases from
an analysis of the intra- and inter-layer
relative interparticle distance fluctuations, as these quantities have been found to be very sensitive to structural transitions (see [7] for details): a) with the formation of the mesoscopic crystal, fluctuations reach
a minimum, while at the boundary of the solid-liquid transition fluctuations rapidly increase; b) from the
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behavior of the inter-layer fluctuations one can conclude when the electron and hole layers are coupled or
decoupled (in the last case during exciton break up, the inter-layer distance fluctuations rapidly increase).
The left part of Fig. 1 shows that with decreasing the exciton crystal phase shifts towards higher
densities and shrinks. Eventually, the crystal phase vanishes for inter-layer separations º   . As
an additional result, we observe that the phase boundary also shrinks with increasing temperature. The
shadowed areas are the regions where we found the bilayer solid at three different temperature values.
These areas shrink with the increase of temperature. In this figure, the solid curve without symbols, is
given by     , along it the characteristic correlation energy due to Coulomb interaction inside
layers becomes equal to the binding energy of vertical excitons. This line divides the phase plane into two
regions where electrons and holes are bound in pairs or unbound. Due to this fact at least five different
phases are possible. Above this line we found two phases: i) exciton liquid, ii) exciton solid. Below the
line three phases can exist: iii) Coulomb liquid, iv) Coulomb crystal, v) electron-hole plasma. By Coulomb
crystal we mean decoupled crystals of electrons and holes, when bond-orientational and translational order
between two QD’s is lost.
In the right part of Fig. 1 we show more in detail how the WC phase boundary depends on tempera .
ture, , and . The highest melting temperature is observed for intermediate layer distance,
Interlayer attraction between electrons and holes leads to stabilization of the crystal phase: e.g., for the
(for
exciton cluster with     , the coupling parameter,  
 , changes from   
 ) to    at
   . For temperatures
    and density     (  ² ),
the phase boundary is well approximated by some critical value of the classical dipole coupling parameter
            , as shown by the dotted lines starting at the origin.












 

















4 Energy spectrum of e-h bilayer V.A.Schweigert, F.M.Peeters and A.Melzer [6, 8, 9] have performed
investigations of spectral properties of single and double-layer electron clusters. In this section we extend
these results to electron-hole bilayers.
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The eigenvectors and eigenvalues for the ground state configuration of coupled electron-hole QD’s were
computed from the Hesse-Matrix:   

, ( 
 

  is a vector of all particle
coordinates) for many values of . The results are represented in Fig. 2. The insets display the eigenvectors
and eigenvalues at
  . One can notice that there are always orthogonal normal modes, most of
which are two-fold degenerate, so in Fig. 2 we show onlya selection of modes (by energy, in descending
order). The eigenfrequencies, , are given in units of 
.
For arbitrary particle number
one can always find three trivial modes: A) rotation of the whole
system,   ; B) vibration of the center of mass,   (two-fold degenerate); C) breathing mode,
i.e. coherent radial motion (compression/expansion) of all particles. Interestingly, we found that for C)
¾

which
an exact analytical result can be obtained for a large class of interactions of the form  
 ½·
includes (but is not limited to), the cases of Coulomb dipole and quadrupole interaction:





     

   

   

















   




 
 
 





 
 
   







where
   ( is the mass of particle in units of the electron mass  ). E.g., in a classical
system of excitons interacting through a dipole potential, one observes for the breathing mode,   ,
for a symmetric electron-hole bilayer (     

  ).
The analysis of the energy spectrum and normal modes as a function of is crucial to understand the
melting scenario in bilayer systems: I)
, anti-phase rotation of shells in the electron and hole QD’s
has the lowest energy (mode , Fig. 2). With increasing temperature/density the QD’s become decoupled
and excitons are destroyed. This corresponds to the transition: exciton crystal  Coulomb crystal; II)
, the lowest excitation energies are related to pairwise coupled motion of electrons and holes. As
a result crystal melting proceeds via transition: exciton crystal  exciton liquid (excitons are preserved).

 
 

  



 

5 Conclusion To summarize, by performing extensive path integral Monte Carlo calculations and a
normal mode spectrum analysis, we found that the interplay of inter-layer and intra-layer correlations
determines the phase diagram of a system of inter-well excitons which contains (at least) five different
phases. The phase diagram (in T, n, d-space) and the classical energy spectrum of mesoscopic e-h systems
have been presented. The exciton crystal cannot exist in layers with º   ) which generalizes the known
result that excitons in a single layer cannot crystallize. Increase of density leads to exciton break-up and to
the transition to an electron-hole “liquid”.
Our work was limited to densities corresponding to  ² . At higher densities we expect an increasing
role of exchange effects and appearance of a non-zero superfluid fraction of vertical excitons. Finally, while
the observed phase diagram does not contain any approximations, the mode spectra, so far, can be obtained
only for classical systems. To overcome these limitations is subject of ongoing work.
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